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JUNE 10TH, 2018

Welcome to another WMW after an eventful week in the markets.
This week we will take a look at why I am bearish on South Africa,
an old newspaper inflation article featuring William McChesney
Martin’s fears in April of 1968, pine based rocket fuel, and much
more.
This week’s education on the mighty pine outlines its use for rocket
fuel – conifers know no bounds. Pinene based bio fuels used to
power rockets are still developmental and not widely used, but the
fact that a pine based compound can be turned into rocket fuel is
pretty fascinating if you ask me. If you want to read an article about
pine tree rocket fuel, check this out. This shows how something we
all know well can be used in ways we would never expect. This led
me to the question of what could be in our portfolios that can be
used in a way we would never expect.
This brought to mind a presentation by Mark Spitznagel about safe
havens and how tail risk hedging provides outperformance and risk
mitigation – using something familiar in a way that provides
surprising results. Adding a 3% allocation to a hedge that actually
provides a 0% expected return, provides the same performance as a
non-correlated asset that carries a 20% expected return. Math can
be compelling and instructive in portfolio construction. A 3%
allocation to a 0% expected return investment can give you a 50bps
outperformance. Mitigating drawdowns can provide significant long
run outperformance in a counter intuitive manner as the math
shows us. Click the picture to listen to the talk.
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After last week’s trip to the 90s I decided to head back to the late
60s for another inspection of the narrative around inflation as it was
heating up before the famous 70s inflation. I do not have much
commentary on this article but encourage you to read it. It is
interesting to read about a Fed chair warning of a financial crisis
and inflation. The article ran in The Austin American in April of
1968. I found the second half of the article interesting considering
the current inequality debate.

I have been posting about South Africa (SA) on twitter for weeks. For
me, this all started with the USDZAR chart – where I spotted a likely
breakout and went long in early April. Fundamentally the reality vs.
perception in SA were a clear opportunity to bet against the rand.
Ramaphosa was elected as the ANC leader which I saw as negative
for SA assets but markets disagreed. Despite my bearish thinking,
the rand rallied and so did stocks and bonds. The 10yr yield went
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down about 150 bps and the rand rallied 20%. Recently, more than
half of that currency move has retraced (rand is down since
Ramaphosa took office) and bond yields are about 50bps from new
cycle highs.
I know markets see him as a positive reformer, but I see him and his
party at least holding the potential for significant economic
destruction with land reform etc. The people in charge in SA are
pretty hard core in beliefs I personally find to be unfriendly to
growth. We are talking about an emerging economy that grows at a
slower clip than most developed countries (1.5% is the best quarter
for GDP growth in the last 12 quarters!). GDP growth is at 0.8%,
unemployment sits at a staggering 26.7%. Inflation is running at
4.5% and picking up and the central bank has policy rates at 6.5%.
Markets are currently pricing in 0.12% higher rates a year from now.
Now that the rand has fallen by nearly 15% in the past quarter while
the policy rate was actually cut – pressure to raise rates should
intensify soon. This is not an economy prepared to handle higher
rates. Food and energy costs are moving up globally so it is difficult
to imagine inflation not persisting in SA as we move forward,
especially if the currency fall is not stopped at these levels. S&P and
Fitch have SA’s debt rated as junk, and for now Moody’s is gifting
the country with an investment grade rating because they are
drinking the Ramaphosa Kool-Aid. The biggest debt problems in SA
are the SOEs. There is genuine concern about the ability of SOEs to
roll over debt. If they cannot, the government which has its own debt
issues will be on the hook, which will not be super popular
politically considering the looting done by SOEs over the years.
With the US sucking up liquidity and the dollar strengthening as SA
grows at 0.8% - the chances of the rand continuing to fall (if the CB
does not raise rates and murder the economy) is a very real threat.
We have seen Argentina, Turkey, and Brazil all feel pain as the world
watches the US vacuum up capital as it raises rates. This has
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actually happened without US rates moving up at a steep clip or US
financial conditions getting much tighter at all. If this changes,
weaker EM countries with structural nightmares and big dollar debt
will blow up. I personally think SA will be at the epicenter of this
dollar driven blowup. In fact, I would rather have my money in
Argentina or Brazil or Mexico than SA and it is not even close.
Investors seem to believe Ramaphosa will save the day, but the truth
is the structural reforms needed would all cause significant and
direct pain to his political supporters. He cannot create the reforms
needed without blowing himself up politically, which I assume he
will pass on. It is hard to serve your Marxist political allies while also
serving global capital markets in a country with many competing
pressure groups and ideologies willing to go to the streets.
If Brent Johnson of Santiago Capital is even half right about his
“dollar milkshake theory” - the funding issues in SA will be enough
to break the SOEs, devalue the ZAR – which will necessitate a rate
increase against a backdrop of 0% growth, 27% unemployment, and
higher government debt to backstop busted SOEs. This would create
political chaos and the questioning of not only Ramaphosa, but the
ANC. This would lead to a Moody’s downgrade and many indexes
would drop SA assets. This is the kind of situation an EM country
growing at 7% would struggle with, but one growing at 1% in a
period of a global synchronized boom…. Perception vs. reality
concerning SA investments shocks me. I am short the ZAR and
short EZA. As long as the US is able to keep diverging and sucking
in capital and causing painful funding issues in SA, and as long as
there is no actual hope of sweeping structural reforms (and not the
land stealing kind) - I will be short until the charts suggest
otherwise. Speaking of, let’s take a look at some SA charts.
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I am targeting a new all-time low in the rand with a stop at 12 but
trading around my small core position as the chart allows. I got long
at 11.8.
USD/ZAR

The break of the 200d and the important horizontal line this past
week was something to behold. I posted a chart on June 5th with a
shaded area of resistance on twitter and warned people that if it gave
way there would be a nasty move – there was (3% impulse move).
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EZA – SA Equity ETF

We have a broken uptrend, a retest and failure of that uptrend, a
failed bounce off of a previous downtrend and a new lower low in the
move to end last week. EZA was stick saved by an important
horizontal line that has acted as support or resistance at least 20
different days. Price has now tested that line (orange) twice in the
move down. If this line gives way, I think a nasty move lower in EZA
is likely. I have a stop at $67 and an initial target at $50. My
position is small but I will add if we get a daily close under that
orange line.
Next up is SA bonds…
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SA 10yr Yield

Really quite a move in rates since a massive inverse H&S breakout
in April/May. Rates hit a little congestion on an old down trendline
and the 200d but then blasted off this week as the rand and SA
stocks plummeted.
It has been an ugly month for SA, but the dollar has just started
inflicting its pain on SA. With 4 hikes expected from the Fed this
year and about $30 billion rolling off of the Fed’s balance sheet at
the end of the month (moving to $40 in July) where will the relief
come from for a zero growth economy that could barely pay its bills
before the dollar started its march higher?
Some of us have been watching how the US equity markets react on
QT days, and I put that trade on last month and made some
money…but I suggest keeping an eye on SA on QT days moving
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forward. No idea if QT will move EZA on those days but it did have a
1% down day at the end of May, so I will keep an eye on it at the end
of this month and compare it to US equities.
That is all for this week, I hope you enjoyed my work. I feel so
bearish about SA while so many have been so bullish that it feels as
though I could be genuinely missing something. If you have a bullish
case or a link to some good bullish research or something, by all
means send it my way. Naturally, if the dollar rally is over as some
believe, my bearish case loses a ton of steam.

“Floods will rob us of one thing, fire of another. These
are conditions of our existence which we cannot
change. What we can do is adopt a noble spirit, such a
spirit as befits a good person, so that we may bear up
bravely under all that fortune sends us and bring our
wills into tune with nature’s.”
- Seneca, Letters from a Stoic
I also heard this said on a podcast this week and loved it – but
cannot remember which guest or which podcast.

“Create what you are waiting on the world to give you.”
Thank you so much for your readership and if you are enjoying the
letter please send it to your friends.

Sign up for WMW here
Disclosure: There is risk in trading markets. Pinecone Macro is not an investment advisor. My letters are based
upon information gathered from various sources and believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed as to
accuracy and completeness. The information in this letter is not intended to be, and shall not constitute, an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security or investment product or service. The ideas and trades I
share are my own and are for informational and educational purposes only and should not be construed as
investment advice. Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the information in making any investment. You
should always check with your licensed financial advisor to determine the suitability of any investments.
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